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The frequent occurrence of urban waterlogging constantly aﬀects resident living and urban construction. Improved adaptive
prevention and control strategies are highly requested due to huge economic losses and casualties caused by ﬂood and
waterlogging in China. The urban waterlogging may evolve into a serious emergency, generally characterized by high complexity,
uncertainty, and time pressure. Coupled with the asymmetric information, waterlogging often exacerbates the impact of urban
rainstorm disasters. Through the multi-agent system simulation with given geographic information, government and residents
interact under dynamic risk distribution in rainstorm disaster. The results show that the proactive attitude of residents and the
government towards disaster relief could have a promoting eﬀect for both, thereby increasing the disaster relief eﬃciency.
Obviously, rapid accurate information collection and analysis facilitate disaster relief to a large extent. Meanwhile, appropriate
supply rather than excessive supply may mobilize residents’ self-help and balance replenishment of relief supplies.

1. Introduction
Increasingly frequent and severe rainstorms have caused
enormous damage and casualties all around the world [1].
Disasters are large intractable problems that test the ability of
nations to protect their populations and infrastructure effectively and recover quickly [2]. In addition, teamwork of
residents helps much on disaster relief [3, 4]. Urban rainstorm usually causes serious waterlogging due to heavy
precipitation [5–7], which is one of the most common
natural disaster phenomena in many big cities in China.
Rainstorm waterlogging induced by torrential rain or typhoon has become one of the most frequent and serious
natural hazards in many big cities around the world, especially in the coastal cities of the developing countries that
are the centres of human inhabit and social-economic development [8].
Waterlogging is a kind of seeper phenomenon due to
heavy precipitation or continuous precipitation beyond the

urban drainage capacity, which can usually be attributed to
rainstorms [5–7]. There are many other causes of urban
waterlogging, frequent extreme weather events, change in
underlying surface condition, artiﬁcial occupancy of the
river section, reduction in water storage capacity, urban heat
and rain island eﬀect, drainage engineering construction lag,
low terrain, and lag-management [9, 10]. With global
warming, the emergence of heavy rainfall is becoming more
frequent. Accompanied with the accelerating urbanization,
many big cities (such as Beijing, Wuhan, Guangzhou,
Nanjing, Hangzhou, Chengdu, and so forth) in China have
suﬀered severe urban waterlogging due to heavy rainfall.
Waterlogging occurred in the frequency and scale has expanded for each year, which exposed the vulnerability of
major cities in defence of meteorological disasters. Rainstorm disaster often brings much adverse impact on health,
traﬃc, communication, and people’s property [11–14].
On June 23, 2011, a rainstorm hit Beijing and caused
serious waterlogging and traﬃc congestion. Many people
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were stuck in the streets and could not get home until late at
night. On July 21, 2012, a more powerful rainstorm struck
Beijing. Serious waterlogging occurred in some low-lying
road sections, and some people even drowned in their cars
[15]. During the disaster, 79 people lost their lives, about 1.9
million people suﬀered, and the total economic damages
were almost 10 billion RMB [16]. Thus, a series of problems
caused by urban storm waterlogging has become the research focus and more attention is paid to it [17].
Disaster management has everlasting attention [18]. In
order to reduce the damage caused by rainstorm disasters,
ensure traﬃc safety, and control emergency cost, extensive
rainstorm disaster models have been developed to assess
disaster risk and predict the impact of rainstorm disasters as
well [19–21]. Wang et al. [22] used the hidden Markov model
(HMM) method to conduct a dynamic risk assessment of
natural disasters in Dalian, China. Javier Salmerón et al. [23]
developed a two-stage stochastic optimization model to
guide the relief assets allocation. Mahootchi and Golmohammadi [24] extended the mathematical two-stage stochastic optimization model to provide appropriate response
and better service. Sawada and Takasaki [25] established a
microeconomic analysis framework between disasters and
poverty, revealing that mutual aid is critical to eﬀective
poverty alleviation. “Life ﬁrst” is often seen as the principal
rule in the disaster rescue, so as in the rainstorm relief. While
hydrological analysis and facility planning occupied major
research position in urban rainstorm evolution, like SWMM
(Storm Water Management Model) [17], MOUSE (Model
for Urban Sewers) [26], etc., various mutual inﬂuencing
factors underlie the complex system of urban drainage [27].
Actually, owing to the increase of complexity of urban
development, the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of modelling is
subject to the dynamic parameter optimization [28].
There are many tools for simulating [29] human and
social behaviours in emergencies. The use of these tools can
help determine the locations of temporary shelter [30] and
predict disaster losses [31], which can improve the eﬃciency
of disaster response. Search and rescue are the major parts of
disaster response [32], in which agent-based simulation has
been proved as a useful method [33]. Tang Jet al. [34] optimized search and rescue using auction-based task allocation scheme through agent-based simulation. Choi et al. [35]
developed a ﬂexible and interoperable distributed simulation
environment for comprehensive disaster response management. Alsubaie et al. [36] constructed a disaster response
plan based on supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems. Modelling by multi-agent system (MAS)
has been a common tendency for the operation of socialeconomic system under changing natural conditions [37],
like evacuation route choice of pedestrians in an urban
rainstorm [38, 39].
Eﬀective communication and coordination are crucial
aspects of emergency management [40]. However, information asymmetry often manifests when one party has more
or better information than the other. Agents with more
information will have higher expected payoﬀ than those with
less [41]. Besides, agents’ decisions will have potential distortion due to information asymmetry [42]. The diﬀerence of
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decision among agents therefore has a positive correlation
with information asymmetry [43].

2. Research Method
2.1. MAS Modelling. Agent-based simulation seems to be a
kind of dynamic networks of interacting agents [44]. By
specifying the rules between individuals, computer simulations can be used to demonstrate complex behaviour
patterns from other simple models [45]. Agent-based simulation is a relatively new approach to modelling systems
composed of autonomous, interacting agents [46]. Each
individual is able to make decisions based on circumstances
and rules [47]. Repetitive interactions are hard to implement
with mathematical methods, which in contrast is a peculiarity of agent-based simulation. Agent-based simulation is
widely used in many ﬁelds to deal with problems covered in
complex systems [48], like resource allocation [49], crowd
evacuation [50], decision-making systems [51], and cooperative game [52]. The application of agent-based simulation
in disaster management can improve search and rescue
eﬃciency [53].
Since the 1990s, agent-modelling platforms such as
STARLOGO, SWARM, NETLOGO, REPAST (Recursive
Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit), etc. have been developed.
REPAST has outstanding scalability for its JAVA programming [54] and has already been used in modelling
social behaviour [55, 56] and city management with geospatial design [57]. REPAST can be redesigned for diverse
practical needs. Bridging the gap between agent-based
simulation and actuality is a challenge for MAS modelling,
which is often conducted by parallel execution and adaptive
control between artiﬁcial and real world [58], through the
artiﬁcial societies-computational experiments-parallel execution (ACP) platform [59] to interact with the real social
system and provide reliable support for the management and
decision-making of real social scenes. Therefore, the evolution of the situation, co-evolution, and closed-loop
feedback are realized.
For deepening our previous study on human reaction in
disaster, we followed the previous MAS modelling on
rainstorm relief [38, 39]. Yang et al. analysed the eﬃciency of
disaster relief by considering the crowd psychology of residents and diverse density distribution of relief settlement.
However, the study focuses on the outcome generated from
diverse pedestrian categories and distribution of shelters,
which does not involve the mutual reaction from diverse
subjects.
Actually, information asymmetry is inevitable in rainstorm; the interaction between the government and residents underlies the disaster relief eﬃciency. Exploring the
impact on the disaster relief from diﬀerent initiatives and
interactions helps implement disaster situation analysis and
disaster relief decision-making reasonably.
2.2. Agent Attributes. The agent is a physical or abstract
entity and the basic unit in multi-agent systems (MAS) [60].
From a practical modelling standpoint, the agent is required
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to possess speciﬁc characteristics. Here are three basic
agents: resident, government, and waterlogging. The settings
of these agents attributes are as follows.
2.2.1. Residents. It is assumed that every resident agent has
the attributes of direction, energy, information, decision,
and reaction from government. Energy represents the basic
physiological requirements for residents to survive. When
residents perform series of activities, such as walking,
wading, etc., energy will be reduced. Meanwhile, residents
can also increase their energy, such as government rescue
and materials which will increase directly the energy of the
residents saved, and the information obtained by the residents will also be converted into energy. Residents must
maintain energy greater than zero during the disaster
avoidance process, which is boundary for living status. The
probability of residents’ autonomous disaster avoidance is
related to average expected payoﬀ. If disaster avoidance is
autonomous, residents may increase the probability of being
rescued because they have obtained more disaster information, but they also consume more energy
contemporaneously.
2.2.2. Government. In China, disaster relief organizations
are a kind of organizations strictly supervised by government, or are simply referred to as government. It is assumed
every government agent has attributes of disaster analysis,
beneﬁt, and decision. Government arranges the disaster
relief actions with limited relief supplies according to the
information of rescue from residents. Government dispatches relief resource and rescue team to set up shelters and
spread aid response.
(1) Residents and Government Are Rational Men in Disaster
Resistance. Every involved participant is a kind of rational
man who is self-interested and pursues maximum payoﬀ
[61]. When encountering rainstorm risk, residents could
make a strategic decision to move out for disaster avoidance
autonomously or stay in original place according to individual experience, environmental conditions, and disaster
situation [62]. The government could arrange the disaster
relief actions or not based on time sequence and relief
supplies [12, 63]. The government has a ﬁxed consumption
of disaster relief supplies for single rescued resident.
(2) Residents Have Energy Consumption and Recovery. When
rainstorm occurs, the life value [64] of residents will be
aﬀected to various extents [2]. Regardless of whether residents behave or not, they have basic consumption of energy
to sustain life and self-adjusted recovery factor each cycle
time. If residents get rescued, they could get life recovery
from relief supplies; then energy could be added to a certain
recovery level.
(3) Residents Gain Information. In a rainstorm, residents
need to obtain relevant information in time to assist
themselves in making decision of disaster avoidance. Information could represent feasible evacuation route, disaster
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avoidance approach, medical care, food, and so on. Here,
information is simpliﬁed as the directions to temporary
shelter or rescuers. If there does not exist temporary shelter,
information is empty. Moreover, residents have a certain
probability of capturing information, and the amount of
information obtained by the resident is transformed into a
type of energy variable for convenience. The information
residents own has a diverse value.
(4) Direction and Decision of Residents. Residents use the
available information and government’s reaction to make
the decision strategies to move out for disaster avoidance
autonomously or stay in original place and determine the
direction on the route to rescue.
(5) Government Analyses the Disaster. The government is the
main body of disaster relief to some extent. Not only should
they dispatch rescue teams in time and set up disaster relief
shelters, but also they must properly analyse the entire
rainstorm situation to make more accurate decisions and
increase the probability of successful rescue. The more disaster information the government release, the more information asymmetry can be reduced between agents
[65, 66].
(6) Beneﬁt of Government. Once residents move out for
disaster avoidance autonomously, they become disasterresistant subjects, rather than bearers [67, 68]. Residents
participating in disaster relief autonomously will help reduce
the losses [69], and the government will also gain corresponding beneﬁt from residents’ disaster avoidance autonomously [70–72].
The key parameters about the residents and government
agents are summarized as Table 1.
2.2.3. Waterlogging. In the rainstorm, there may be many
waterlogging places in urban area. The setting of waterlogging is generally obtained in the simulation based on the
neighbourhood analysis in spatial analysis. When the surrounding terrain of a certain area is higher than that area and
the underground pipe network has insuﬃcient drainage
during heavy rain scenarios, waterlogging point will occur.
As the rainfall process continues, the waterlogging point will
gradually spread. These waterlogging points may lead to
risks including traﬃc congestion, landslides, leakage of
electricity, or spread of harmful substance. Residents may
lose much energy since waterlogging points may hinder
normal order of life; in particular, they have to get across
them. To simulate the scenarios which may happen in
rainstorm, random test is used to reproduce as many
rainstorm disasters as possible.
2.3. Agent Interaction Rules
2.3.1. Interaction Rules between Government and Residents.
Residents are sensitive to habitats where they live, which
underlies evacuation routes. The rescue organization will
deploy disaster relief activities and temporary shelters based
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Table 1: Parameters of resident and government.

Agent

Resident

Government

Parameter
Life value (energy)
Information value
Basic consumption
Probability of capturing information
Recovery factor
Rainstorm risk
Government beneﬁt
Disaster analysis
Disaster analysis coeﬃcient
Relief supplies for single resident

Symbol
L
I
L
ε
β
α
Q
A
λ
S

on disaster situation, meteorological data, and geographic
information. In general, residents can stay in original place
waiting for rescue or search for temporary shelters based on
their own circumstances and decision-making modes. Disaster relief organizations arrange the rescue activities and
supplies distribution according to distress signals. Aﬀected
by factors such as limited relief supplies [73] and rescue time
sequence, the disaster relief organizations cannot respond to
every aﬀected resident simultaneously in time. How to
achieve a greater evacuation rate in short time is extremely
critical. Cooperative behaviour between residents and disaster relief organizations within information asymmetry
could have a vital impact on disaster relief. In fact, the
decisions of both will aﬀect their beneﬁts and loss, which
forms an interaction within asymmetric disaster information between government and residents in rainstorm disaster management.
The simulation is terminated when all residents move
out for disaster avoidance autonomously or relief supplies
are exhausted. Starting points of residents and shelter points
are not unique since diverse situations of disaster need to be
simulated. A common disaster relief process is shown in
Figure 1. When residents arrive at a shelter or their energy is
less than zero, their activities are terminated.

2.3.2. Disaster Relief Rules of Government. In the rainstorm
disaster, the government will set shelters and dispatch rescue
groups according to the calling for help from residents. The
government will distribute the relief materials needed by the
residents to various rescue groups. Meanwhile, residents can
search for the rescue shelters or stay at original place waiting
for help according to their own plight and rescue signals
from government. Limited by resources for disaster relief
and space-time barrier, it cannot be guaranteed that all
residents get satisﬁed rescue. Eﬃcient distributing control
and cooperative work really underlie eﬀective disaster resistance. Furthermore, the residents’ resistance for disaster
can facilitate disaster relief [74].
Generally, rescue teams are dispatched to cover every
disaster area as much as possible. When residents encounter
a rescue team, they can get relief resources to recharge their
energy and information of shelters and risk distribution of
disaster simultaneously. Rescue teams can make a ﬁxed place

as a shelter to implement allocation of relief for neighbour
residents.
In each round of model evolution, there are diﬀerent
rates of government response, combined with the previous
agents attributes and interaction rules; the evolution formula
is shown in equation (1):
G

PGt+1

�

PGt

G
G
PG
⎡⎢⎢⎢Pt ∗ 1 − Pt E − E ⎥⎤⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎦,
+ ⎢⎢⎣
PG
E

G

EPG � 1 − PGt PRt λA − αS + E .

(1)

(2)

PG represents the possibility of rescue groups distributed
on the map to start rescue. PR represents the possibility of
residents moving out for disaster avoidance autonomously.
PGt and PRt represent the probability at certain time t. EPG
represents the relief performance of each rescue group in
PG
G
equation (2). E
represents average performance. E
represents the disaster relief eﬀectiveness of government.
The probability of disaster relief in the next stage of the
government is determined by the probability of disaster
relief in the previous stage and relief performance. On the
one hand, the relief performance of each rescue team is
determined by the government’s disaster relief eﬃciency,
and on the other hand, it is related to the government’s
overall disaster relief payoﬀ and loss.
2.3.3. Disaster Avoidance Rules of Residents. If residents
move out for disaster avoidance autonomously, government
can get positive feedback from residents, like reduction of
relief demand, timely information collection, and eﬃcient
resource allocation. In the simulation process, the disaster
relief information researched by government can also help
residents avoid disasters.
During the simulation process, the number of participants play a vital role in analysing the law of evolution. In
order to depict positive attitude and activeness of all subjects
involved in disaster resistance, Entire Reaction (ER) ratio
could be a simple and useful index to evaluate the eﬀects of
diﬀerent strategies, where the calculation formula is shown
as follows:
ER �

N−n
.
N

(3)

N denotes the total of residents. n refers to the number of
residents who stay at original place without receiving government assistance. Otherwise, either residents or government takes actions for disaster avoidance autonomously and
rescue, respectively. In particular, the residents who move
out for disaster avoidance autonomously without receiving
government assistance are also attributed to reaction process
since the rescue for mobile individual is an intermediate
status. Residents in search of getting rescue could bring
themselves risk but also opportunity.
In each round of model evolution, there are diﬀerent
rates of residents who make decision of disaster avoidance
autonomously, combined with the previous agents’
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Figure 1: Common disaster relief process.

attributes and interaction rules; the evolution formula is
shown in equation (4).
R

PRt+1

�

PRt

PR ∗ 1 − PRt EPR − E ⎥
⎢
⎣ t
⎦⎤,
+⎡
PR
E

EPR � 1 − PRt αPGt − αβPGt − αL
R

+ PGt − PGt ε + εI + E .

(4)

(5)

EPR represents the performance of each resident who
moves out for disaster avoidance autonomously in equation
PR
R
(5). E represents average performance. E represents the
disaster relief and anti-disaster eﬀectiveness of residents.
The avoiding disaster probability of residents in the next
stage is determined by the avoiding disaster probability of
the previous stage and avoiding disaster performance. The
performance of residents choosing avoid disaster automatically is limited by the residents’ avoiding disaster effectiveness on the one hand and related to the residents’
energy gains and losses and information acquisition on the
other.
2.4. Simulation Area. Considering great similarities among
regional plans in Wuhan, a typical community (a certain
area) in Wuhan (N 29°58′～ 31°22′ and E 113°41′～115°05′),
Hubei province in China, is constructed to provide an illustrative disaster relief process. Wuhan has over 10 million
people in 8569 km2, the biggest city in the central district of
China. Wuhan is also an international city with rapid urbanization. Subtropical monsoon brings much rain to
Wuhan especially from June to August. The average annual

rainfall in Wuhan was approximately 1200 mm from 2017 to
2019. The rainstorm in July 2016 had caused 14 deaths and a
great direct economic loss of 4 billion RMB.
There are diﬀerent houses as the starting positions of
residents and disaster relief points set by the government.
The roads are intricate and complicated to set up diﬀerent
waterlogging points. The simulation map is shown in
Figure 2.
The green circles represent residents who walk along the
road shown by polylines. When walking, residents may
come across a lot of waterlogging points displayed as red
forks (shown in Figure 3, one running screenshot of simulation). Residents may spend some energy and time to
complete these actions. Residents aim at reducing the loss
rate of energy and reaching the shelters.
Considering the density of houses and spatial distance, 4
residents’ start points, 3 start points of rescue teams, and 3
shelters are set in diﬀerent locations. Discrete and random
initial settings may evolve into many emerging scenarios.
Strict settings from practical situation may restrict the
possible evolution processing, which is against ACP. The
population of residents is 50 for reducing computing load.

3. Results and Discussion
Comparative analysis of possible situations could help understand the origins. Display using geographic information
system (GIS) is meaningful for locating disaster of emergency rescue. Through agent-modelling simulation, the
evolutions of diverse situation can be discovered and visualized. Table 2 shows the initial value setting of each
parameter.
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House
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Figure 2: Initial display of rainstorm disaster simulation using Repast.

Waterlogging point

Figure 3: Running display of rainstorm disaster simulation using Repast.
Table 2: Parameter setting list.
Parameter
L
I
L
ε
β
Q
A
λ
S

Description
Life value (energy)
Information value
Basic consumption
Information delivery
Recovery factor
Government beneﬁt
Disaster analysis
Disaster analysis coeﬃcient
Relief supplies for a single
resident

Value (initialization)
3000
1500
1200
0.3
0.5
500
800
0.6
120

The setting of each parameter is based on the general
situation, and it will change with the interaction process.
Some parameters do not depend on the initial value (such as
recovery factor), and some parameters are only used for
measurement (such as energy).
From 150 experiments, the average energy consumption
of disaster-aﬀected agents is shown in Figure 4. The average
energy consumption roughly follows the normal distribution. The mode of average energy consumption is within

1100–1300. In the evolution process, the rainstorm risk
coeﬃcient α (the ratio of the energy consumption to the
energy) reﬂecting the main decision interval of a rational
person is [0.37, 0.43].
3.1. The Best Action of Residents and Government within
Asymmetric Information. According to the statistics, the
energy consumption conforms to the normal distribution in the evacuation process. The basic life value
(energy) of each agent is 1200, close to the mode of the
simulation experiment results. Nearly half of the residents’ energy consumption is more than 1200 in the
evacuation process, which means it is necessary for the
government to carry out rescue like providing energy to
the residents.
While there are also many residents who consume less
energy in the evacuation process for various reasons, such as
being closer to the rescue point, knowing correct evacuation
direction, encountering rescue team, and so on, these scenarios do not mean no energy supplement for those
residents.
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Figure 4: Statistics on average energy consumption.

In the process of disaster relief, information asymmetry
between the two agents makes it diﬃcult for each other to
make eﬀective and helpful decisions. Residents need to
decide whether to move out for disaster avoidance autonomously or stay in original place to wait for rescue based on
their own disaster information. The government needs to
make decisions based on own disaster relief resources and
disaster analysis results and then determine the strategy of
dispatching rescue teams and the establishment of temporary shelters. The average remaining energy of residents is
used to depict eﬃciency of disaster relief of diﬀerent
probabilities.
Figure 5 shows the average remaining energy of residents
of diﬀerent rescue probabilities of the government. Obviously, when PG � 0.7, a maximum value is obtained; then it
starts to decrease. So, it is inferred that when the government’s disaster relief probability is around 0.7, greater disaster relief eﬃciency will be achieved.
Figure 6 that has two maxima shows the ﬁnal average
remaining energy of diﬀerent disaster avoidance probabilities of residents. The ﬁrst maximum occurs at PR � 0.22;
although the residents can obtain the maximum residual
energy, the probability of the residents staying in original
place is very high, which may increase the diﬃculty of the
government’s disaster relief process. The second maximum
is obtained at PR � 0.54. Although the remaining energy is
smaller than the counterpart at PR � 0.22, it is still greater
than the initial energy of 3000. It convinces us about the fact
that when the residents’ disaster avoidance probability is
around 0.54, the maximum disaster relief eﬃciency can be
obtained for both agents.

3.2. Entire Reaction Analysis. In the simulation process, the
choices of residents and government inﬂuence each other.
Entire Reaction (ER) describes the positive attitude and
enthusiasm of all agents involved in disaster relief, analysing
the ER of diﬀerent strategies to reﬂect the overall disaster
relief eﬃciency. Figure 7 reveals the positivity evolution of
disaster relief and avoidance of government and residents
and evolution with Entire Reaction.

Figure 7(a) shows PG tends to approach 100% and PR
tends to approach 0.8 when starting from PG � PR � 0.3.
Government’s strategy becomes stable on 1 at half of the
simulation. ER climbs to high level at an early stage shown in
Figure 7(b).
As can be observed in Figure 7(a), with the increase of
the government’s disaster relief probability, the residents’
disaster avoidance probability decreases ﬁrstly and then
increases, indicating that the government’s low response
speed has not stimulated residents’ automatic disaster
avoidance. When the government’s disaster relief eﬃciency
reaches 0.7, the residents’ disaster avoidance probability is
stable at 0.8, which is consistent with the previous analysis of
the government’s best disaster relief eﬃciency of 0.7.
The steady increase of ER from Figure 7(b) means that,
with the interaction of both agents, residents and government will make decisions to avoid disasters and relief disaster, respectively, which will increase disaster relief
eﬃciency.
Figure 8 reveals the proportion that residents move out
for disaster avoidance autonomously with PG � 0.5. The
value of PR ﬂuctuates around the initial value PR � 0.5. The
corresponding ER waves between 0.6 and 0.8.
When the government’s disaster relief eﬃciency is ﬁxed
at a low level, the residents’ disaster avoidance probability
will also be very low, and the ER will also be at a very low
level, which shows that when one side’s disaster relief attitude is negative, it cannot stimulate the other side’s eﬃcient
avoiding disaster autonomously.
For instance, in a rainstorm disaster, the government
and residents must rely on themselves independently because of asymmetric information. When residents move out
for disaster avoidance autonomously, the government might
accept them during the disaster relief process, which will
increase the eﬃciency of the government’s disaster relief and
convey positive feedback to increase residents’ conﬁdence in
disaster resistance.
3.3. The Impact of Government Disaster Analysis.
Information is a very important recourse in the process of
disaster relief and emergency management. The amount of
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Figure 7: Evolution with initial PR � 0.3 and PG � 0.3. (a) Evolution of PG and PR . (b) Entire Reaction.

information directly aﬀects the decisions of both agents, so
all involved agents must collect as much information as
possible to help them make the most appropriate decision.
Residents are often weak agents in the process of avoiding
disaster and collect existing information without much
capability to research useful information individually.
Generally, government can do information concentration
and dissemination with complex disaster analysis which

could guide disaster relief activities. Figure 9 reveals the
positivity evolution of disaster relief and avoidance of
government and residents without disaster analysis and with
disaster analysis.
Figure 9(a) depicts the strategies evolution when government arranges rescue regardless of analysing disaster.
Government and residents both are apt to decline the active
strategies. On the contrary, Figure 9(b) shows that if
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government cares about analysing disaster in the process of
disaster relief, both government and residents tend to
perform actively.
3.4. Relief Supplies for Single Resident Analysis. Because of
high uncertainty and time urgency, governments usually
stockpile a certain amount of relief supplies in advance of
potential disasters. Hence, governments face inventory risk
and stock-out risk in the relief supply management. The
stored relief supplies by governments are wasted if no disaster happens. If the quantity of stored relief supplies is not
suﬃcient, stock-out risk will occur [75]. It is of signiﬁcance
for government to determine the relief supplies for a single

rescued resident. By analysing the relief supplies of a single
resident when they are rescued, it is possible to explore the
actions of both agents and help the government make better
decisions. To explore government’s and residents’ positivity
of disaster relief and avoidance about diﬀerent amount of
relief supplies in urban rainstorms, the variations in relief
supplies in low level (Figure 10(a)), medium level
(Figure 10(b)), and high level (Figure 10(c)) amounts are
studied through simulation. Figure 10 reveals the positivity
evolution of disaster relief and avoidance of government and
residents with diﬀerent levels of relief supplies.
Comparing Figure 10(a) with Figure 10(b), the reactions
of government and residents do not change a lot when S rises
from 120 to 240. It cannot be neglected that there is a slight
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Figure 10: The evolution with the diﬀerent S. (a) Evolution with S � 120. (b) Evolution with S � 240. (c) Evolution with S � 480.

decrease when S increases. However, residents and government would reduce reactions if S is adequate like the
simulated S � 480 shown in Figure 10(c), which denotes that
suﬃcient relief supplies may make all involved agents more
tolerant of disaster.
Speciﬁcally, the greater the S, the greater the pressure on
the government to undertake disaster relief, and the more
energy supplements residents receive when rescued, which
will lead to both agents being inactive in disaster relief. To
conclude, it is diﬃcult for the government to bear huge relief
supplies for a single resident, and residents expect to wait in
original place for getting enough supplies.

4. Conclusions
The rainstorm disaster has caused great losses and harm to
human beings. June-September each year is the ﬂood season
in China; nearly one-third of the cities are directly aﬀected
by the rainstorms and ﬂoods. The cities need to be resiliently

transformed. Flood prevention and drainage have become
an important part of urban modernization. China has also
given a lot of investment to improve urban waterlogging
problems and maintain people’s normal living order.
However, in the context of “small government, big society,”
the overall security of the country requires the participation
of all members of the society.
Exploring residents evacuation discipline and eﬀective
rescue is an important part of it. The asymmetry information
between the government and residents is the most diﬃcult
factor. In this paper, the MAS method is used to simulate the
government’s and residents’ strategic choices after the
rainstorm disaster in the city. The main conclusions are as
follows:
(1) In the process of disaster relief, it is of great signiﬁcance to determine the best decision strategy of
residents and government. Considering the research
background, it can be concluded that the best

Complexity
probability for residents to avoid disaster automatically is 0.54, and the best probability for the government to relief disaster is 0.7.
(2) The interaction between residents and the government can improve the eﬃciency of disaster relief.
Maintaining a positive attitude towards disaster
relief between government and residents will stimulate both agents to act actively and enhance Entire
Reaction.
(3) In the process of disaster relief, the government
should automatically analyse the disaster situation,
control the overall situation of the disaster macroscopically, increase decision-making information,
and make more accurate strategies.
(4) Appropriate relief supplies amount should be applied for a single resident when they are rescued. It is
necessary to mobilize the initiative of residents and
reduce the pressure of the government on disaster
relief.
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